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Abstract
The domestic sector accounted for 30.5% of the 2010 final UK energy consumption, of which
around 66% was used towards space heating. The energy consumption within domestic
buildings can be influenced by various factors ranging from the household characteristics
such as occupancy levels and patterns, living standards and cultural habits to differences in
build type, energy use behaviours and general energy efficiency within the domestic sector.
Modelling the domestic building stock allows for energy consumption to be calculated
meaning that predictions can be made for future energy trends and the potential impacts and
savings of implementing various energy efficiency improvement measures.

Current UK housing stock models make crude assumptions about internal temperatures due
to limited knowledge on actual winter-time temperatures and a lack of understanding on
room by room temperature variations. Many models simply use one average temperature for
the whole model (based on spot readings or heat balance methods) or some use the UK
Government standard of 21 ºC for the main living space and 18 ºC for the rest of the dwelling.
Using crude temperature assumptions can result in either an overestimation or
underestimation of energy used to heat a dwelling to that temperature, based on the model
inputs relating to the thermal and energy performance of a dwelling.

This study investigates the inter-room variation in temperature within a selection of UK
homes to develop a better understanding of the extent to which temperatures vary room by
room relating to the household characteristics, the house type, the energy system or a
combination of these factors. Resulting in a better appreciation into the appropriateness of
common assumptions made within UK building stock models about average household
temperatures and the level of temperature variation represented. Whereas many energy
models have adapted an approach of two main zones of different temperatures to calculate
energy consumption, this study has shown that many UK homes now seem to have adapted a
more uniform temperature distribution indicating a preference of one zone to represent the
whole dwelling. This study also highlights the variation exhibited in occupant‟s perceptions
of comfortable temperatures within their homes.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background

The total UK energy demand increased between 1990 and 2003 by 7.3%, yet the residential
sector showed a growth of 17.5% in that time period (DTI, 2004). The residential sector
currently accounts for 28.3 % of the total UK energy demand (DECC) coming from a
demand for space heating, hot water, lighting and electrical appliances. The UK energy
system is changing due to two main factors – the introduction of legally binding targets and a
change in people‟s inherent concerns and priorities following recent economic situations.
The Energy White Paper (DTI, 2003) set an initial target of 60% reduction in CO2 emissions
by 2050 with significant progress to be achieved by 2020 whilst maintaining a reliable energy
supply, allowing all homes to be adequately and affordably heated and allow for competitive
markets within the UK and beyond. The 2008 Climate Change Act (UK Gov., 2008) further
requires the UK to cut greenhouse gas emissions 34% by 2020 in relation to 1990 levels with
a final target of at least an 80% reduction by 2050. This reduction target means that the UK
needs to invest in improving our energy efficiency as well as developing more „green‟
technologies which shall reduce both the UK carbon emissions and energy demand in all
sectors including the domestic sector. Aside from government targets our energy system is
changing due to many households being in a more uncertain state due to the recent economic
recession meaning that many have experienced members of the household being made
redundant or struggling to find employment. Alongside potential financial pressures
households have had to face increases in energy bills due to rising fuel prices over recent
years which means it is very likely that people‟s attitudes to energy may have changed and
heating patterns may have been altered to save money or move towards heating those spaces
which are occupied the most frequent instead of whole house heating. This change in
people‟s concerns may help towards meeting the government targets in a non-direct way
however meeting the targets will require overcoming many different challenges towards
improving energy efficiency and reducing demand.

One of the major challenges the Government faces is the fact that the UK building stock is
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extremely diverse in size and shape and spans many decades. This diversification means
vastly different energy performances for buildings making the task of reducing energy
consumption and carbon emissions difficult to tailor to the residential sector. The variation
of energy consumption between domestic buildings comes down to three main factors – the
building fabric, the system efficiency and ultimately occupant behaviour within the buildings.
However it is worth noting that these three factors can then be influenced by the outdoor
climate. This complex relationship between these factors is never the same for any building
as buildings can be very different both structurally and performance wise, energy consuming
appliances can have different efficiencies, climate conditions can be unpredictable and vary
with seasons and occupants vary immensely in their desired energy demand and in their
behaviour towards energy use.

The UK Government has set itself the task of improving the energy efficiency of the housing
stock with the Energy Act 2011 provided a new financial framework for improving the
energy efficiency through the provision of fixed energy improvement measures with the
introduction of the Green Deal. The new framework will eliminate the need for consumers to
front the costs of implementing such technologies/improvements up front and instead allow
for the costs to be recovered from the savings expected within the properties energy bills.
The “Golden Rule” of the Green Deal states that the expected or estimated savings must be
equal to or greater than the costs implemented onto the existing energy bills. (DECC, 2011a)
However no property will be able to apply for a Green Deal plan without first achieving a
qualified assessment. The assessment must be completed by an authorised advisor qualified
in the Green Deal objectives, with technical knowledge, practical competence and the
required soft skills to make informed decisions for householders and businesses. These
assessments must provide an estimated saving from implementing such an improvement
measure so that it can be seen to be compliant with the golden rule. It is likely that these
assessments will be based on energy models. Modelling the domestic building stock allows
for energy consumption to be calculated meaning that predictions can be made for future
energy trends and the potential impacts and savings of implementing various energy
efficiency improvement measures can be seen. However the use of energy models and their
results should be treated cautiously as often the algorithms behind such models are guarded
and as such it is hard to reproduce the same results using a different model. It is often said
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that energy models are like a black box in that you can see what inputs are put into them and
what outputs come out but as to what happens within the „black box‟ it is often unknown and
in particular little is known about what assumptions are made for factors not included as
inputs which are required to calculate energy consumption. For instance current UK housing
stock models make crude assumptions about internal temperatures due to limited knowledge
on actual winter-time temperatures and a lack of understanding on room by room temperature
variations. Many models simply use one average temperature for the whole model (based on
spot readings or heat balance methods) or some use the UK Government standard of 21 ºC
for the main living space and 18 ºC for the rest of the dwelling (BRE, DECC, 2010). Using
crude temperature assumptions can result in either an overestimation or underestimation of
energy used to heat a dwelling to that temperature, based on the model inputs relating to the
thermal and energy performance of a dwelling.

1.2 Aims of project
This study aims to investigate the inter-room variation in temperatures within a selection of
UK homes to develop a better understanding of the extent to which temperatures vary room
by room relating to the household socio-demographics, the house type, the energy system or a
combination of these factors. Resulting in a better appreciation into the appropriateness of
common assumptions made within UK building stock models about average household
temperatures and the level of temperature variation represented.

The study was carried out as a side investigation to a sample of households already being
studied as part of the 4M project. The 4M project, standing for Measurement, Modelling,
Mapping and Management, was an Engineering and Physical Science Research Council
(EPSRC) funded consortium of five universities under the Sustainable Urban Environment
programme, Loughborough University, De Montford University, University of Sheffield,
Newcastle University and the University of Leeds. The aim of the consortium was to
investigate the urban carbon footprint of Leicester in four main areas of research, domestic
buildings, non-domestic buildings, transport and biological sequestration, running from
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October 2008 until October 2012.

1.3 Objectives

The main objectives of this study included completing a comprehensive literature review of
the existing knowledge on temperatures within UK homes (in particular wintertime
temperatures) and a detailed look into current energy models and what information is known
regarding the temperature assumptions made by these models. A further objective of the
study was to carry out a small scale pilot in which the desired methodology was tested in
relation to data collection, analysis and time scales involved. To ensure as much detailed
information was collected during the data collection stage a questionnaire and room checklist
was also used. This was done with the intention to support the plotted temperature data and
so that relationships could be found between the temperatures recorded and household
feedback/observed recordings. The main purpose of all this was to appreciate how much
temperature variation was actually seen between rooms in UK homes and whether energy
models made a true representation of the results seen.

1.4 Structure of dissertation

This dissertation consists of six main chapters. Chapter one sets the scene for this research
project and acts as an introduction to all the key concept areas which shall be discussed
further throughout the remaining dissertation. Chapter two holds the literature review carried
out as part of the research project covering the current knowledge known about temperatures
in UK homes and the distribution of temperature within homes. This shall also be discussed
in relation to information known on thermal comfort expectations for domestic dwellings to
better aid the analysis of the temperature measurements recorded during this study. The
literature review also covers the assumptions made in residential energy models regarding
internal temperatures and how average temperatures are calculated. Chapter three details the
methodology used for this study and identifies some weaknesses and limitations from
adopting this methodology. The results achieved during this study are presented in Chapter
four and the main findings from the data analysis are summarised. Chapter five develops
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further on the results presented with a detailed discussion on the findings of this study and
implications of these results compared with energy model assumptions identified in chapter
two. The conclusion of the research is found in chapter six which shall sum up the key
important findings, the limitations of this study and areas for further development.
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2. Literature Review
This chapter shall be used to identify the current knowledge known about winter time
temperatures in UK homes before expanding to identify what knowledge on the distribution
of temperatures within UK homes. These two main areas shall be used in regard to this
study‟s findings to see if the sample households agree with current literature or if they show
conflicting results. A further expansion on this research project is to consider the implication
of temperature variations both within a property and between properties on energy models
and as such this literature review shall present what current assumptions are known and how
some models calculate average internal temperatures.

The majority of energy used within the domestic sector is from the demand to heat or cool
rooms and to heat water. Unlike warmer countries which rely on air conditioning units the
UK tends to demand energy for heating rooms from use of gas or electricity. Most UK
homes have a tendency to be centrally heated, however there are still some UK homes
without. A central heating system is normally either an air or water based system. A forced
air central heating system is where air is heated and circulated through wall or floor vents.
More common is a central heating system where a boiler heats water which is then pumped
through a property filling under floor piping or wall radiators to heat rooms.

Aside from the heating system used within a house there are various other factors which can
affect the temperatures/thermal performance of a building. One such factor being the
building materials used as these can have dramatically different thermal properties due to
how well certain materials store or lose heat. Concrete for example is a very dense building
material and therefore stores heat better than say steel. A buildings thermal performance also
relates to how well it is insulated as those buildings insulated well will be much more
efficient at keeping heat in (or out in warmer climates) therefore providing an opportunity to
save substantial quantities of energy.

The aim of this literature review is to investigate what is currently known about UK home
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temperatures – in particular the range of average temperatures stated in the literature,
behavioural influences and current energy model assumptions.

2.1 Temperatures in UK homes

There have been a number of studies looking into temperatures within UK homes with the
majority focusing on wintertime temperatures, effectively gaining internal temperature
averages during a period where it is expected to have extensive space heating demand.
However many studies actually use models to predict wintertime temperatures relating to
differences in inputs for household characteristics such as ventilation levels and occupancy
profiles. Table 1 summarises the main studies which have been carried out using actual
temperature measurements to gain a better picture of UK home internal temperatures during
winter seasons.

Author

Year

Study focus

No. of
homes

No. of
rooms

Duration

Specifics

Hunt,
Gidman

1982

National field
survey

901

varied

Feb –
March
1978

Oreszczyn et
al

2006

Fuel poor
homes

1600

2

2-4 weeks

Spot measurements on
single occasions in each
room
Half hour measurements
– living room and
bedroom over two
winters

Summerfield
et al

2007

Low-energy
homes

14

10

2 years

Shipworth et
al

2010

CaRB study

427

2

Yohanis et al

2010

25

4

Kavgic et al

2012

96

2

Northern
Ireland
households
Belgrade
urban
dwellings

6 months
July 07 –
Feb 08
1 year
Feb 04 –
Jan 05
1 year
2009-2010

Two years monitoring
Living room and main
bedroom measurements
Bedroom, Living room,
Kitchen and Hall
measurements
Living room and
bedroom measurements

Table 1: Measured internal temperature studies for UK homes

The studies found within the literature all vary in sample size, duration of measurements and
limitations to findings. Hunt and Gidman‟s study (Hunt, 1982) was one of the first extensive
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studies into UK domestic temperatures which covered a range of geographical locations,
house types and occupancy patterns. However due to the scale of the study and cost
implication of measurements it meant that they only took spot dry-bulb measurements in each
room of the house and a wet-bulb measurement in the room where the interview was carried
out in as part of the study. This means that the study does not consider the variation of
temperatures through time. Yohanis et al study into annual variations of temperatures
(Yohanis, 2010) measured temperatures in four rooms within each home during one year as it
was a much smaller sample size compared to Hunt. However even though the study
measured temperatures at 30 minute intervals over a year the results are presented as banded
groups due to their average temperature relating to proposed energy behaviour – for example
those houses which maintain a certain temperature level throughout the year are summarised
as having prudent household energy behaviour. Obviously each of the studies will have some
limitation to their chosen methodology or what results were published however these studies
give a very good insight into what temperatures have been recorded already within UK
homes and allows for the breadth of „averages‟ to be observed and question just what average
temperatures reflect the UK housing stock currently.

There are variations between how studies report their temperatures with many using mean
averages to describe certain rooms or even an average mean to represent the whole dwelling.
Other studies use weighted average approaches, which calculates an average temperature of a
dwelling (TF) in relation to the indoor air temperature of each room (Ti) and the ratio of the
room area to the full dwelling floor area (Fi) (Tsilingiridis, 1998). Liao (2004) is another
study which used the weighted average approach for considering multi-zone heating systems.
∑

Yohanis (2010) reported that 80% of homes have a winter average temperature in the range
of 15ºC to 20ºC, with the majority of homes having an annual average of around 19ºC.
However it was also reported that during winter 65.4% of bedrooms had a daily average
below 19ºC, with 38.5% of living rooms, 69.2% of hallways, 53.8% of kitchens and 60% of
whole house daily averages all being below 19ºC also. Hunt (1982) had very different results
with the average dwelling temperature being reported as 15.8ºC. The mean living room
Ashley Morton
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temperature was 18.3ºC, kitchen 16.7ºC and bedroom mean 15.2ºC. However unlike
Yohanis these temperatures where spot measurements during a mild winter period, so
considering that Yohanis reported the majority of winter daily averages to be below 19ºC
there is indeed some similarity. A study by Shipworth et al (2010) looking into thermostat
settings provided some winter temperature data which reported one of the living rooms
within the study started off at 16.5ºC before rising to 19.7ºC once the heating system kicked
in and a maximum of 20.6ºC was reported during a second heating cycle that day, with a
daily peak temperature reported as 21.1ºC. These temperatures fall into the winter
temperature range reported by Yohanis also. Kavgic et al study (2012) into Belgrade urban
dwellings looked at 96 dwellings covering different heating systems (district heating,
individual central heating and non-central heating systems) and reported an average annual
daily temperature of 22ºC for living rooms (95% CI, 21.7-22.4ºC) and 21.0ºC for bedrooms
(95% CI, 20.6-21.5ºC). There has also been studies which focused on a certain characteristic
of house type such as Oreszczyn et al (2006) who focused on lower income dwellings and
Summerfield et al (2006) who focused on dwellings which had been built to high thermal
standards so that they could be classed as „low energy homes‟. Oreszczyn reported an
average living room temperature of 19.1ºC whereas Summerfield reported an average living
room temperature of 20.1ºC. It is worth noting however that unlike some of the previously
mentioned average temperatures both Oreszczyn and Summerfield reported standardised
average temperatures for an external temperature of 5ºC.

It is generally believed that bedrooms are heated to a lesser extent to the main living areas of
house, which is why you find many studies measuring both living room and bedroom
temperatures as this is seen to give a better indication to an average temperature estimate for
the whole house (EST, 2006). However many studies have shown that these lesser
temperatures is due to preferences of cooler temperatures for spaces used for sleeping. It has
been shown that to be comfortable in bedrooms they have to exhibit lower temperature ranges
of less than 5ºC variation as anything above this range can be seen as excessive and cause
disturbance to sleep patterns. Other areas of houses which can often exhibit lower
temperatures are spaces such as hallways and staircases which tend to have low occupied
periods therefore expectations are often flexible and occupants tend to have a high activity
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level whilst in these spaces (Evans, 2003).

2.1.1 Sources of variation in temperatures

Many factors influence the temperature within homes which need to be considered to fully
appreciate any indoor temperature recorded. Factors which have important influences
include the orientation of the building, levels of thermal insulation and the presence of eaves
which all affect the heat transfer of the house (Bekkouche et al, 2011). A study by the
Energy Saving Trust (2006) found that insulation caused an increase of 0.57ºC in internal
temperature. The thermal performance of a building can also be dependent on factors which
influence the heating load such as temperature variations between internal and external
environments, different floors, adjacent rooms and distinctive heat losses expected for certain
materials such as glass, walls, windows and roofs etc. (Raaij et al, 1983). Aside from
physical building properties affecting the thermal performance of a building, it is also related
to the actual efficiency of the heating system present within the building with regards to type
of boiler and type of fuel required (Yohanis, 2012). However consideration must also be
made regarding the occupancy type of the household such as income, size of family,
anticipated standard of living alongside comfort expectations and cultural habits, energy use
and attitude towards it, energy consuming appliances within the dwelling and the frequency
of use of these (Hunt 1982, Mullaly 1998, Jaber 2002, Schipper 1982, Westergren 1999,
Deering 1993).

Yohanis (2010) reported that heat loss in bungalows or detached homes is normally greater
than the heat loss expected in semi-detached or terraced homes. The highest average winter
temperature reported in the study came from semi-detached homes. Hunt (1982) reported
homes built after 1970 on average where 3ºC warmer than those built before 1914 indicating
that the age of building could have a significant influence on expected internal temperatures.
Obviously older buildings can improve their thermal efficiency by various sources of
insulation; draft-proofing etc. which would help towards reducing the difference in thermal
performance between older and newer buildings therefore it may not be as obvious a
difference between building age now as what it was back in 1978. This can be seen with
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Kavgic et al (2012) study which showed an average living room temperature (in non-district
heating houses) for buildings (1946-1970) to be 21.0ºC yet more recent buildings (1998-2006)
had an average living room temperature of 20.5ºC, so the temperature difference gap has
changed with increased emphasis on energy efficiency improvements.

Although some studies have drawn conclusions on temperature variations between certain
building properties in reality it is extremely difficult to classify how internal temperatures are
indeed influenced by physical characteristics of a dwelling (such as type, age, building
materials etc.) during winter as there is normally no period of monitoring where the building
is essentially “free-running” as this is often far too difficult to arrange therefore the occupant
essentially has free access to control the heating system of the building to ensure it maintains
their desired/expected thermal environment. It is also well documented that human nature
varies considerably therefore it is highly unlikely that the exact same energy behaviour would
be found in a sample of households unlike if it was a case study. Guerra-Santin (2010)
summed up the relationship for energy use in buildings to essentially be two main factors as
shown in Figure 1 – the building characteristics and occupant behaviour.

Figure 1: Framework for researching energy use (Guerra-Santin, 2010)
Therefore some understanding of occupant behaviour needs to be considered to fully
understand the variations this study is looking into.
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2.2 Energy behaviour in homes
Behaviour: the action, reaction, or functioning of an organism or system, under normal or
specified circumstances (DECC, 2011b)

Energy behaviour is an important element to understanding temperatures within homes as
attitudes towards energy can play a crucial role in energy saving potential. Occupant
behaviour can be influenced by various factors not just due to expectations resulting from
previous knowledge but also due to financial issues, health reasons, thermal comfort, habits
and the occupants level of understanding towards certain elements relating to the thermal
performance of their home, for instance how well do they understand their heating system or
the stated „comfortable‟ temperature range. It is also difficult to „measure‟ behaviour as
picking a representative sample is very subjective as often behaviour is influenced by
awareness and attitudes which can form opposite extremes due to factors such as level of
education, political beliefs, income, location of residence and even age (Yohanis, 2012).

There is some dispute over the difference between what is essentially a social practice and
what is a behavioural action or if there is a difference. Shove (2010) referred to social
practices being linked in the form of a triangle, Figure 2. From the three elements identified
it is easy to see how each of these elements can essentially lead to different practices or
behaviours.

Materials, objects

Skills,
competencies and
procedures

Images, symbolic
meanings

Figure 2: Shove (2010) three element model of social practices
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Certain norms, expectations may result in an energy behaviour which occupants see as being
a way of keeping up appearances and in fact may not indeed be the same behaviour exhibited
when there is no „expectation‟. Therefore single „behaviours‟ may in reality form part of a
complex set of practices. It is also worth considering that certain objects or practices may
have symbolic meanings or be resultant from social stigmas (Goffman, 1963) for instance
occupants may not want to admit to using a blanket when feeling cold as there is often a
stereotype that those who use blankets are often elderly or frail and it is often linked with the
image of people not being able to afford to heat their home to an adequate level so need an
alternative heat source. Similarly it is known that window opening behaviours influence the
thermal environment of a house, resulting in impacts on energy consumption and internal
temperatures (Jian, 2011). However window opening behaviours are not always related to
improving indoor environment quality for occupants but are often related to previous images
given to occupants that it is expected as a means to „air‟ a room so becomes an everyday
action and often habitual.

Energy behaviour in homes has been widely studied in relation to total energy use and as
such Hitchcock (1993) classified energy behaviour into three main categories; usage-related
behaviour meaning the day to day patterns of use such as the duration certain appliances are
used for etc., the second category being maintenance-related so referring to the behaviour
associated with maintaining and repairing energy systems, and finally the last category being
purchase-related referring to changing occupant behaviour in relation to purchasing a low
energy solution such as low energy light bulbs etc. However purchase-related behaviour
could also result in take-back and in particular temperature take-back where the occupant
thinks that improving the energy efficiency of their home means that they can achieve higher
temperatures or the energy savings made by the purchase mean they can afford turning the
thermostat up. A study relating to temperature take-back (Milne, 2000) found that low
temperatures in low-income households meant only half of the potential energy savings were
made as the remainder was taken as increased temperatures. Take-back effects hinder the
true extent of potential energy savings and are extremely hard to plan for.

Income influences energy behaviour as it can essentially limit energy use. However it has
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been shown that the relationship between energy and income is very complex due to the
intricate interaction between income in relation to education and environmental issue beliefs.
(Roberts 2008, Summerfield 2007, Wall 2009). Rose (1989) identified that heating within
pensioner flats was influenced by the weekly income (expect living rooms which always
seemed to have preferential heating priority) and linked together various socioeconomic
factors with resultant fuel use as shown in Figure 3. Income is also a sensitive issue with
regards to heating homes as there is the prominent topic of fuel poverty within the UK. Fuel
poverty currently affects 4.75 million homes in the UK which equates to 19% of UK
households. The definition of fuel poverty states that a household is fuel poor when they are
spending 10% or more of the household income on fuel to maintain an adequate level of
warmth. The adequate level of warmth is stated as being 21ºC within living rooms and 18ºC
in all other occupied rooms (DECC, 2012). Key elements influencing a household being fuel
poor or not include income, fuel prices and fuel consumption (which are influenced by
dwelling physical characteristics and household lifestyles), so it is easy to see why the issue
of relating income with energy behaviour is such a complex one.

Figure 3: Rose (1989) relationship of socioeconomic factors relating to financial expenditure
on fuel

Energy behaviour can also be linked with personal values. Mirosa (2011) found that the most
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influential way for people to use energy-efficient behaviours was when they were linked with
values which related to “achievement” relating to the feelings of capability and intelligence.
Using a five point scale various energy-efficient behaviours and/or investments had positive
responses from the sample relating to thermal comfort/environment expectations summarised
in Table 2.

Energy-saving behaviour or investment

% positively responded indicating
interest or frequent action
70.6
77.5

Reduce heating in unoccupied rooms
Put on more clothing before turning up
heating
60.8
Keep household heating low to save energy
84.3
Cooling house by opening windows
50
Insulation of heating pipes
79.4
House insulation
54.9
Installing an energy-efficient heating system
Table 2: Summary of Mirosa (2011) findings relating to energy-efficiency measures
concerning thermal environment

Yohanis (2010) identified three behaviour types in relation to heating patterns in homes. The
first being a reasonable temperature maintained throughout the year with heating being used
when the property was occupied, the second being homes where the temperature maintains a
high level (21 - 23ºC) all year regardless of external temperatures which indicates excessive
heating, and the third being homes which are typically 1-2ºC above the external ambient
temperatures therefore resulting in low average temperatures even during the winter season.
However it has also been found that the length of usage of a heating system can have more
influence on the energy consumed compare to the actual temperature setting on the system
(Guerra-Santin, 2010). Similarly Guerra-Santin also linked households with programmable
thermostats to be those which were more likely to have radiators constantly on compared to
households with manual thermostats or manual radiator valves. Ultimately however energy
behaviour in homes is influenced significantly by the occupants personal comfort level as no
one wants to be uncomfortable within their own home. However the temperatures that
occupants‟ class to be comfortable vary as it is influenced by the thermal comfort level of
each occupant.
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2.2.1 Thermal Comfort

Thermal comfort: condition of mind which expresses satisfaction with the thermal
environment. (BSI, 2006)

Thermal comfort is essentially a measure of a person‟s psychological state of mind
concerning if they fell hot or cold. To define thermal comfort a number of factors must be
considered to achieve a measurement, see Table 3 for the various factors.

Factor
Air temperature
Radiant
temperature
Air velocity

Factor type
Environmental

Humidity

Environmental

Clothing
insulation

Personal

Environmental
Environmental

Measurement description
Temperature of air surrounding body
Temperature of radiant heat from a warm object e.g.
sun, fire, cookers, oven etc.
Speed of air moving across a person
Resultant amount of water in air after evaporation of
water once heated
Insulation effect of persons clothing level

Heat produced inside a person‟s body during a physical
activity
Table 3: Six basic factors required for thermal comfort measurement.
Metabolic heat

Personal

However often indoor air temperature alone is used as a measurement of thermal comfort.
Due to this there are various „standards‟ which are mentioned as being representative of an
environment which is seen to be comfortable and no health risk to occupants. The Building
Research Establishment (BRE) states a temperature range of 18-21ºC during winter for living
rooms (BRE, 1995). This has also been adapted by the UK Government to create the
Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) when calculating the energy efficiency of a building
which states an adequate temperature for living rooms is 21ºC with the remaining rooms
within the house being 18ºC (BRE, 2010). The Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE) state that a temperature range of 19-20ºC should be used in winter for
houses which have continuous occupancy and for those which have transient occupancy a
temperature range of 16-18ºC should be used (CIBSE, 2006). Similarly the World Health
Organisation state that living rooms should be heated to a temperature of 21ºC and bedrooms
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to a temperature of 18ºC, to ensure and promote the health and wellbeing of occupants (WHO,
2003).

Fagner (1970) proposed an equation for calculating the predicted mean vote (PMV) using the
factors identified in Table 3. This equation has since become part of various international
standards relating to thermal comfort. An occupants‟ thermal sensation can also be measured
using the seven point ASHRAE thermal sensation scale. This seven point scale can be seen
in Figure 4.
+3

+2

+1

0

-1

-2

-3

HOT

WARM

SLIGHTLY
WARM

NEUTRAL

SLIGHTLY
COOL

COOL

COLD

Figure 4: ASHRAE seven point thermal sensation scale

The neutral or 0 interval on the thermal sensation scale is often referred to as the optimum
temperature. However studies have found that there are discrepancies between PMV
calculations and reported thermal sensation votes. Oseland (1995) reported that discrepancies
come from the fact that the PMV model is based on “artificial environments of climate
chambers out of context with usual environmental settings” resulting in contextual effects.
This was further seen in Oseland‟s results showing very poor correlations between thermal
sensation votes recorded and those which were predicted, highlighting the issue of difference
of peoples‟ perceptions of thermal sensations.

Questions raised around what is perceived as comfortable include – what temperatures do
people find comfortable? Do perceptions of comfortable temperatures change with time?
(Darby, 2005) In particular the latter question brings up issues surrounding people‟s
sensitivity to temperature, particularly elderly, children and the ill. What are our own ideas
relating to comfort and use of heating? Do we dress to fit our expectations of comfort within
homes or do we expect the thermal environment to be at a suitable level regardless of
additional effort (e.g. changing clothing levels)? These sorts of questions relate to how
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adaptive people are within their homes to achieve a comfortable thermal sensation.

2.2.2 Adaptive Thermal Comfort
Adaptive thermal comfort (ATC) is an alternative approach to understanding thermal comfort
where people are considered to be active participants with their ambient thermal environment,
moving away from the conventional heat balance approach where people are seen as being
passive participants. ATC first came about as a reaction to the oil crisis of 1973 where it
became apparent that people are more likely to respond differently if a situation causes them
a source of discomfort so that they react in a way to re-establish their comfort perceptions.
(Brager, 1998) ATC categorises adaption into three main types: physiological adaption (the
body‟s response to any thermal environment changes – includes genetic adaptation and
acclimatisation), psychological adaptation (adaption due to previous thermal experiences and
expectations however it is hard to evaluate due to discrepancies from thermal perception
criteria), and behavioural adaptation (conscious or unconscious adaptation of behaviour in
relation to thermal environment and can be classified as personal, technological or cultural
behaviour adaptations). Liu et al (2012) developed a method to weight these three adaptive
categories by developing a four-stratum hierarchy developed from the analytic hierarchy
process where multi-criteria problems are split into both quantitative and qualitative
dimensions giving a hierarchical structure. Figure 5 shows the thermal comfort analytic
hierarchy developed by Liu which expands the conventional three adaptation categories into
six subsequent categories covering indoor and outdoor environments, personal physical and
thermal expectation factors, physiological parameters and environmental controls. Although
this study is not a thermal comfort study elements of this thermal comfort hierarchy shall be
investigated to better understand the temperatures recorded within the household sample and
the adaptive methods taken (if any) by the householders to achieve thermal comfort. The
areas of interest for this study focus mainly on behavioural and psychological adaptation with
emphasis on personal physical factors, environmental controls and thermal expectations.
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Thermal Comfort

Physiological
Adaptation

Behavioural Adaptation

Psychological
Adaptation

Physiological
Parameters/Status

Indoor Environment

Outdoor Environment

Personal Physical
Factors

Environmental Controls

Thermal Expectation

Skin temperature,
Heart rate, Healthy
status, Sweat

Air velocity, Air
temperature, Relative
humidity

Relative humidity, Air
temperature, Air
velocity

Clothing assembly,
Physical activity level

Variability, Availability

Building context,
Perceived
environmental control
level, Previous thermal
experience

Figure 5: Four-stratum thermal comfort analytical hierarchy developed by Liu et al (2012)

Thermal comfort and in particular adaptive thermal comfort makes the process of modelling a
dwellings energy use particularly difficult as it can vary so much and until more research is
done into characteristics of thermal comfort to discover trends within demographics and
particular traits it is unlikely to be incorporated into energy models to a detailed level.

2.3 UK Residential building stock models
This section of the literature review if focused on the theory behind energy models currently
being used for the UK residential sector and then will look in more detail into a selection of
energy models to assess what sort of temperature assumptions have been made in these
models to allow these assumptions to be discussed in relation to this study‟s results.

Increasingly building stock models and in particular those concerning energy modelling are
becoming a vital tool for implementing new policies regarding energy consumption and
emission targets in a rational and efficient manner. They have become a key aid due to their
ability to estimate a „baseline‟ regarding residential energy consumption which can be
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disaggregated into categories such as building types, end-use energy and social categories.
This allows these models to be further manipulated to explore strategies over time concerned
with exploring technical or economic effects to assess the impacts. In a similar fashion the
models can also then be used to identify effects any such energy efficiency or emission
reduction strategies may have on other elements of residential building stock (Kavgic, 2010).
Their use and preference can vary due to various factors which differ between models such as
their inputs, disaggregated level, socio-technical assumptions and even how they were
developed.

It is worth realising that energy models do not provide a decisive answer to a problem as they
do have limitations. These limitations include the difficulty in reproducing modelled results,
as many of the underlying algorithms of energy models are often difficult to find as many are
not publically available. This means that understanding the process of how the inputs
become the final output is often cloudy and unclear of assumptions made (Kavgic, 2010).
This haze of uncertainty means that this middle part of the model can sometimes be referred
to as being a „black box‟. Without knowing what calculations the „black box‟ is doing it
results in a lack of knowledge towards input parameters importance and in particular the
effect of varying the input parameter(s) would have on the expected outcome. Even if the
algorithms behind some models are available many models do not consider socio-technical
factors to calculating energy consumption due to the fact that there is still a large uncertainty
towards the socio-technical drivers of energy consumption (Kavgic, 2010).

Essentially there are two elementary classes of energy models in reference to their approach
to analysis, better known as the top-down or bottom-up approaches, see Figure 6 (Swan,
2009). Top-down model approaches essentially assign energy consumption results from
estimates of past total residential sector energy demand and the subsequent energy
consumption with other applicable variables. Bottom-up models use individual or small
sample energy consumption calculations which are then extrapolated to give a regional or
national representative (Kavgic, 2010).
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Residential
Energy
Consumption

Top-down

Econometric

Bottom-up

Technological

Statistical

Regression

Neural network

Conditional
demand
analysis

Engineering

Population
distribution

Archetype

Sample

Figure 6: Swan (2009) hierarchy of residential energy consumption models

Both types of energy models have positive and negative credentials, which were summarised
fittingly in Table 4 by Swan (2009). From these qualities and limitations it can be seen why
top-down models tend to be used for long-term projections concerning supply analysis as
they work at an aggregated level, bottom-up models are used to assess how end-uses effect
energy demand from a disaggregated level. There are other techniques which have been
developed to model building thermal performance including grey-box modelling, neural
network, fuzzy-logic models and physical modelling amongst others (Liao, 2004). Since this
study is focussing on the internal temperatures assumed by models more focus shall be put
towards bottom-up models as these often include approaches based upon building physics
where a sample of houses is taken to be representative of the national building stock so that
energy consumption figures can be estimated. The building physics approach means that
quantitative data is needed in these models which involves factors such as thermal
characteristics (U-values), heating system efficiencies, number of occupants, building
characteristic areas (floors, windows, doors etc.), heating patterns and most importantly for
this study the internal temperature.
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Positive
attributes

Negative
attributes

Top-down
Long term forecasting
in the absence of any
discontinuity
Inclusion of
macroeconomic and
socioeconomic effects

Bottom-up statistical

Bottom-up engineering

Encompasses occupant
behaviour

Model new technologies

Determination of
typical end-use energy
contribution

“Ground-up” energy
estimation

Simple input
information

Inclusion of
macroeconomic and
socioeconomic effects

Encompasses trends

Uses billing data and
simple survey
information

Reliance on historical
consumption
information
No explicit
representation of enduses
Coarse analysis

Multicollinearity
Reliance on historical
consumption
information
Large survey sample to
exploit variety

Determination of each
end-use energy
consumption by type,
rating, etc.
Determination of end-use
qualities based on
simulation
Assumption of occupant
behaviour and unspecified
end-uses
Detailed input information
Computationally intensive

No economic factors
Table 4: Positive and negative attributes of the major three residential energy modelling
approaches, Swan (2009).

The most commonly used physically based model within the UK for residential energy use is
the BREDEM model (British Research Establishment‟s Domestic Energy Model). Figure 7
shows the factors which the BREDEM models take into consideration. The BREDEM model
is available in various forms dependent on what type of estimate is required BREDEM-12
provides annual estimates whereas BREDEM-8 provides monthly values. Both versions rely
on heat balance equations and other empirical relationships (Anderson, 2002a,b). The
BREDEM model has also been adapted to form the basis of the UK Government‟s Standard
Assessment Procedure (SAP) which is based on an annual estimation model to give
BREDEM-9 (BRE, 2010). SAP uses very similar assumptions to BREDEM-12 but does not
have the same level of flexibility concerning climate data and occupancy data (Jenkins, 2012).
It has been reported that the BREDEM annual space heating energy calculated outputs
typically fall within 10% of actual measured energy use (EST, 1996).
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Figure 7: Key factors considered by the BREDEM model (EST, 1996)

The BREDEM model is based on calculating the energy consumption of an „average‟ house,
but can be disaggregated by age and building type. The energy demand calculation in
BREDEM is influenced by three main categories; the size of house, the amount of heat
energy lost and the amount of fuel required reaching the heat and electricity needs (Weiner,
2009). Due to the fact that the model uses an average house this also means that a set of
standard assumptions are used based on the fact that the model does not know the occupant or
temperature difference between inside and outside or the heating schedules therefore this
assumption is often called the standard occupancy. In fact the BREDEM model actually
estimates the number of occupants per dwelling based on the floor area, and the number of
occupants then determines the energy required for hot water and lighting within the
calculation.

BREDEM is fundamentally a two zone model which allows for various inputs of building
characteristics to be included. BREDEM-12 allows the user to also insert information about
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demand temperatures for each zone and length of heating periods but if the information is not
inputted then the standard occupancy is used as default. Zone 1 within BREDEM represents
the main living area of a property which is taken to be heated to a higher temperature than
zone 2, which represents the rest of the house. Zone 2 can be calculated as having full,
partial or no heating. BREDEM assumes a heating pattern of 9 hours per day, with a
different heating demand within bedrooms. Figure 8 represents the heating schedule for both
zones during the weekdays, where zone 1 has a demand temperature of 21ºC for the 9 hours
and zone 2 has a demand temperature of 18ºC for 7 hours. Figure 9 represents the heating
schedule in BREDEM used for weekends, which shows that zone 1 increases its heating
period to 16 hours of the day but the demand temperatures remain the same.

Figure 8: BREDEM weekday heating pattern (Anderson, 2002b)
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Figure 9: BREDEM weekend heating pattern (Anderson, 2002b)

The heating system selected within BREDEM has a significant impact on internal
temperatures due to BREDEM characterising space heating systems by their responsiveness,
efficiency and controls. The responsiveness of a heating system is vital to the calculated
energy consumption as it is essentially a measure of how quickly the heat output of a system
drops when heating is no longer occurring. It is measured on a scale of 1 to 0, 1 being fully
responsive (meaning that the heat output falls to zero very quickly after the heating schedule
finishes) and 0 being unresponsive. Figure 10 shows how an unresponsive system can
ultimately result in a higher internal temperature for the dwelling.
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Figure 10: Effect of heating system responsiveness on internal temperature (Anderson, 2002b)

BREDEM also allows for calculation of heat transfer between zones by assigning an
interzone heat transfer coefficient, which is determined by the building geometry, see Table 5
for values. The heat transfer coefficient is important as it affects the temperature difference
between zones. Since it is assumed that zone 1 is at a higher temperature compared to one 2,
any heat transfer would mean a higher temperature within zone 2.

Table 5: Heat transfer coefficient (interzone) W/ºC (Anderson, 2002b)
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The main advantage to using the BREDEM model is due to developers having to ability to
easily modify the BREDEM algorithms to suit the developer‟s needs (Kavgic, 2010). There
are numerous examples of bottom-up models which have developed and expanded the
BREDEM calculation model which can be seen in Table 6.

Model

Developer

Building Research
Establishment (BRE),
BREHOMES
Shorrock (1997)
University of Leeds, Johnston
Johnston
(2005)
Environmental Change
Institute (ECI) – University of
UKDCM
Oxford, Boardman (2005)
University of Bath and
University of Manchester,
DECarb
Natarajan (2007)

Embedded
calculation
model

Disaggregation level

BREDEM-12

1000 dwelling categories

BREDEM-9

Two “notional” dwelling
types

BREDEM-8

20,000 dwelling types by
2050

8064 unique
combinations for each of
six age classes
47 house archetypes
Loughborough University,
BREDEM-8
(combination of build
CDEM
Firth (2010)
type and age)
Table 6: Summary of residential energy models using BREDEM basis
BREDEM-8

Temperature assumptions within models are a key factor as they have an obvious impact on
the energy consumption calculation however it is an area where there is little knowledge of
actual internal temperatures of the UK housing stock. This is due to the fact that it is
extremely difficult to construct a reliable temperature profile for the housing stock without
empirical data on actual temperatures recorded within houses. Although there are studies
measuring internal temperatures of homes as previously mentioned in this literature review,
these studies tend to be based on spot readings or very small samples such as Hunt and
Gidman‟s study (1982) or even the English Housing Comfort Study (DETR, 1998). Due to
the difficulty of relating spot measurements to form a daily or annual pattern often models
develop a heat-balance method. The heat balance method involves balancing reported total
energy figures from the Digest of UK Energy Statistics (DUKES) with available spot
measurements and dwelling information. Such a method has been adopted by Johnston
(2002), Shorrock (1997) and DECarb. Natarajan (2007) used the DECarb model and applied
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a back-cast scenario to validate the model instead of relying purely on the heat balance
calculation to gain internal temperatures. To complete the back-cast a base year temperature
figure was achieved using a heat balance method which was then changed with regard to the
Domestic Energy fact file back to 1970. This study found that using this method the internal
temperatures ranged from 14.1 – 18.7ºC for Zone 1 and an average 3ºC lower within Zone 2
– consistent with the zonal difference expressed in other models using BREDEM.

Other examples of heat balance calculations used within models include Bălan (2011) who
based the heat balance on the following equations,

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

Where Ca is the thermal capacity of air within a zone (kJ/K), Cw is the thermal capacity of the
structure; Kf is conductance of ventilation, Ta being air temperature, Tw being mean wall
temperature, To being outside air temperature and Q being the heat input to the air node. This
heat balance equation is more appropriate to see the impact of changing ventilation levels.
Unlike the BREDEM heat balance approaches this model does not consider past temperature
and energy data to achieve the result.
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3. Methodology

This study aims to investigate the extent of temperature variations between rooms within
houses and if the temperature variation is dependent on certain characteristics or if it is a
combination of factors. To gain the best appreciation of the temperature traits of the sample
various methods were used. This chapter shall explain each of these methods and the purpose
behind using them within this study and the approach taken during data collection.

3.1 Research Strategy
As previously mentioned this study was a side investigation to a previous project which was
part of the larger 4M project carried out within the Civil and Building Engineering
Department at Loughborough University looking into electricity consumption of individual
appliances within a smaller subset of houses from the 4M project. This study used the same
smaller subset of houses as temperature sensors had already been put in place within each
room for these houses.

Figure 11: Map showing location of sample households in Leicester as part of study
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The subset of houses totalled 27 homes spread across Leicester, the location can be seen in
Figure 11, and represented a range of different house types, occupancy levels, age of building
etc. as shown in Figure 12.

20
18
16
Number of houses

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Figure 12: Distribution of sampled houses split into house type, house age, and occupancy
levels etc.

3.2

Pilot Study

As part of this study a small scale pilot investigation was carried out as a means of testing the
proposed methodology for the main sample. The pilot study consisted of four properties
within Loughborough as shown in Figure 13. The pilot study allowed for any possible issues
or limitations of the physical temperature measurements to be uncovered. It also allowed for
the development of a questionnaire and room check-list which needed to be concise and
easily understandable.
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Figure 13: Summary of the pilot study properties used as prelude to main study.

The pilot study was also used as a means to see if there was in fact a distinct variation of
temperatures between different properties. Graph 1 shows a summary graph from the three
months the pilot study was carried out for which shows that there was indeed an obvious
diversity in average temperatures within the properties but also significant differences in the
maximum and minimum temperatures recorded.
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Graph 1: Pilot study results indicating the diversity of temperatures recorded.

3.3 Temperature Measurement
The temperature sensors used were Onset HOBO miniature pendant temperature data loggers
due to their low cost, small size and waterproof properties. The HOBO sensor specifics can
be found in Table 7. With the ability to record numerous events to the data file during
logging it meant that when the battery was low it could be seen and also if there was any
magnetic presence around the sensor at any time. The sensors also have high and low alarm
LEDs allowing for visible verification of recorded temperatures being within a pre-set desired
temperature range making them ideal in refrigerated transportation or storage etc. This
functionality was not used within this study however it could have been easily set to represent
the „average‟ temperature range classed as being normal and this would have given a very
quick indication as to which rooms were recording temperatures above or below that range.
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HOBO Pendant UA-001-08
8KB
Memory size
6,500
Number of samples
1 second → 18 hours
Sampling intervals
-20ºC → 70ºC
Temperature range (air)
0ºC → 50ºC
Temperature range (water)
± 0.47ºC at 25ºC
Accuracy
10 Bit (0.10ºC at 25ºC)
Resolution
Up to depths of 30m
Waterproof depth
58mm by 33mm by 23mm
Dimensions
Table 7: HOBO pendant temperature data logger specifications (MicroDAQ, 2012)

The HOBO sensors were set to record at a 30 minute interval allowing for a maximum
monitoring period of 135 days, so that each house would be able to give at least four months
of data. However due to the sensors being put in place when the monitoring was carried out
for the PhD project it meant that not all sensors were placed into the sample houses at the
same time meaning that many houses covered a different four month period. There were also
two households which requested to have the sensors removed before the monitoring period
finished. It must also be noted that there are limitations in the use of the HOBO sensors,
these are summarised in Table 8.

Limitations
The sensors had to be placed in a location which was;
Location
 Non-invasive to the householder
 Out of direct sunlight
 Away from heat sources such as radiators
 Away from children or animals reach
Sensitivity
 Sensors very sensitive to solar gain
 Sensitive to shocks
 If battery gets too cold
Unexpected events Unexpected events included;
 Householders moving sensor location
 Condensation shorting the electronics of sensor
 Sensors being lost
 Damage to sensor or corrosion
Table 8: Limitations to use of HOBO sensors
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3.4

Questionnaire

To gain a better appreciation into the householder‟s perception of their thermal environment a
questionnaire was completed. This aimed to understand how the occupant felt about the
temperature in each room (using the ASHRAE seven point thermal sensation scale) but also
to: identify any cold spots the occupant knew of, identify sources of discomfort (incoming
sun, drafts, humidity etc.) and identify occupant behaviour regarding actions taken when too
hot/cold. The final questionnaire used in this study can be found in Appendix 8.1 and was
designed in a way that each questionnaire could be tailored to each of the sample households
to reflect the number of rooms etc. within that house. It was also designed to be
straightforward to complete so was kept short and concise so not to risk boring the occupant.
Many of the early questions within the questionnaire referenced the use of flashcards to allow
quick decisions by the occupant so not to influence/change their answers by prolonged
thinking. The questionnaire was also designed so that it could be filled in by the researcher
and not the occupant to allow for the option of expanding their answers further, therefore
answers were often just a case of ticking the correct box allowing for additional notes to be
added without the occupant feeling that they were under a formal interview atmosphere.

3.5

Check lists

An individual check list was also completed for each room that a temperature sensor had
been located in so that various elements which may influence the temperature were accounted
for including: the presence of radiators (type, location, size, TRV‟s present), the type of floor
covering (carpets, laminate, tiles, wooden floorboards), the type of window coverings and if a
thermostat was present within the room. The generic check list used can be found in
Appendix 8.2. Similar to the questionnaire design the check list was designed to be quick to
fill in and gain all information which was suspected to be possible reasons for temperature
variations between rooms without disturbing the occupant.
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3.6

Limitations of methodology used

There are of course limitations to the methodology used for this study. The main limitations
for this study come from the actual temperature measurements. Unfortunately it was not
possible to have all 27 houses start their temperature recordings at the same time due to
logistics of gaining access to all these houses and scheduling appointments which suited
every house therefore the monitoring was staggered as shown in Table 9. This means that not
all houses cover the same monitoring period therefore comparing the results has to be tailored
to suit the monitoring period covered.

House serial number
Start date
End date
th
Tues 12 July 2011
Fri 16th Dec 2011
116121
th
Sat 16 July 2011
Tues 22nd Nov 2011
115061
Tues 26th July 2011
Fri 2nd Dec 2011
132111
Tues 26th July 2011
Fri 2nd Dec 2011
132261
th
Tues 26 July 2011
Fri 2nd Dec 2011
144051
Tues 26th July 2011
Fri 2nd Dec 2011
144151
Sat 30th July 2011
Fri 2nd Dec 2011
121151
th
Sat 30 July 2011
Fri 2nd Dec 2011
116091
Tues 9th Aug 2011
Tues 6th Dec 2011
136211
Weds 24th Aug 2011
Sat 31st Dec 2011
117191
Weds 24th Aug 2011
Sat 31st Dec 2011
134161
st
Weds 31 Aug 2011
Sat 7th Jan 2012
116161
Weds 31st Aug 2011
Sat 7th Jan 2012
146061
Weds 31st Aug 2011
Sat 7th Jan 2012
130091
th
Tues 6 Sept 2011
Fri 13th Jan 2012
119191
Tues 6th Sept 2011
Fri 13th Jan 2012
132091
Friday 30th Sept 2011 Sunday 5th Feb 2012
134081
Friday 30th Sept 2011 Sunday 5th Feb 2012
116011
Sat 1st Oct 2011
Thurs 27th Oct 2011
139071
Fri 7th Oct 2011
Mon 13th Feb 2012
119211
Thurs 13th Oct 2011
Sun 19th Feb 2012
137161
th
Thurs 13 Oct 2011
Sun 19th Feb 2012
143251
Thurs 13th Oct 2011 Mon 21st Nov 2011
119041
Thurs 27th Oct 2011
Sun 19th Feb 2012
129141
th
Sat 29 Oct 2011
Sun 19th Feb 2012
130101
Weds 9th Nov 2011
Sat 17th Mar 2012
134021
Weds 9th Nov 2011 Thurs 15th Dec 2011
139091
Table 9: Monitoring periods for all main study sample households.
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Other limitations with the temperature measurements come from malfunctioning sensors.
Luckily during this study only a couple of sensors displayed the error shown in Figure 14.
This error meant that some rooms had no temperature data at all for the monitoring period or
only covered the period before the error occurred.

Figure 14: Screen capture of error message shown for some temperature sensors during study.

Another limitation for this study is that the questionnaire asks the occupant for their thermal
sensation within each room yet it is not possible to carry out a thermal comfort analysis for
these properties as it would require data on the humidity levels in each room and air
movements within the rooms which would affect the thermal sensation for occupants. These
limitations shall be considered further during the discussion section when regarding the
results from this study.

3.7 Data Analysis
Once all temperature sensors had been collected from the sample households the temperature
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measurements were downloaded via a USB cable connected to the researcher‟s laptop which
contained the HOBOware software. This software allowed the temperatures to be plotted on
a continuous graph covering the monitoring period. This plotted data could then be exported
to a Microsoft Excel csv file. Once all the temperature sensors had been downloaded and had
appropriate Excel files generated, each house was treated in turn to compile one Excel spread
sheet which contained the temperatures recorded for each room in the corresponding
household. This meant that each house could be analysed in turn to find trends but more
importantly it allowed for the Excel data to be corrected for any obvious errors. This
correction or „cleaning‟ was carried out so that erroneous data points could be removed from
the data set so not to conflict the analysis results. The cleaning process involved plotting all
the temperatures on graphs for the full monitoring period, monthly and daily so that they
could be „eye-balled‟ to identify any unusual peaks in the temperatures recorded.
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Kitchen

Hall

Main Bedroom

Second Bedroom

Bathroom

Graph 2: Graph showing unusual temperature peaks identified as erroneous – circled here in
red

Graph 2 shows an obvious peak which would then be investigated further. Rules were
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created which essentially meant removing any of these peaks which occurred over the space
of one hour, this was because the temperature sensors recorded every 30 minutes so if the
spike occurred and then started to decrease sharply it was eliminated as this was likely to be
resultant of either direct sunlight hitting the sensor or if an occupant decided to move the
sensor. In many cases common sense had to be used when regarding these unusual spikes
which often took into consideration the duration of the spike, the time it occurred at and
importantly which room it occurred in.

Once all the temperature data had been cleaned SPSS files were created for each house.
These SPSS files included the time, day and month the temperatures were recorded at so that
detailed analysis could be carried out using the one SPSS file as summary results could be
gained for averages for each half hour interval or daily averages, daily trends, weekday
versus weekend analysis and monthly summaries. A separate SPSS file was created to
include all other information gained about the sample households so this one contained
demographic information, heating schedules, house types and ages etc. allowing for
summaries of the full sample to be carried out.
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4 Results
The following results are representative of the data collected for each house during the month
of November. It was decided to report these results as all bar one house recorded during this
period therefore the external weather conditions did not need to be considered. Normally the
temperature data should be normalised for external climate and in particular since this study
had a staggered monitoring period however there was difficulty in locating a weather station
nearby therefore the weather data gathered for the study was likely to be from one location
meaning that all houses would be normalised against the same weather data. This means that
the results regarding temperatures and the extent of variation room by room can be compared
with other households in the sample.

4.1 Analysis of temperature variation and relationship with influential
factors
To easily observe the disparity of mean temperatures recorded within the study sample the
average mean whole house temperature for each house is plotted in Graph 3. It can be seen
that the majority of the study sample show an average temperature within the range of 1520ºC. To better understand how much temperature variation there is within each house the
maximum and minimum temperature for each house is also plotted above and below the
mean average. Plotting the maximum and minimum recorded temperatures shows the extent
of variation in the temperatures recorded within the sample, for example one house showed a
range of roughly 8ºC compared with another house which exhibited roughly 25ºC of variation.
To better understand the reason for such variation, the location of where the temperature
recordings came from must be considered.
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Graph 3: The average whole house mean temperatures with the maximum and minimum
recorded temperatures during the analysed period.

When the location of the maximum temperatures for each house is considered (Figure 15) it
can be seen that almost half of the sample recorded the maximum temperature within the
kitchen. This can be expected due to heat gains from cooking alongside most kitchens
inclining to be smaller sized rooms, therefore resulting in very warm conditions being
experienced very quickly during periods of cooking and then the excessive heat dies away
fairly quickly due to most kitchens not having additional sources of heating (also sometimes
helped along if windows are opened within the kitchen).
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Figure 15: Location of recorded maximum temperatures

The majority of the minimum temperatures recorded (Figure 16) were recorded within
bathrooms and conservatories (a combined total of around 65% of the sample) which again is
expected due to bathrooms rarely having heating except for very small radiators or towel rails
which are often not kept on very long. Conservatories shall also be exhibiting cold
temperatures due to heat loss through expansive areas of glass during cold conditions at night.
Surprisingly fewer than 10% of the minimum temperatures were actually recorded in living
rooms which is an unusual result as the standard expectation is that the living room is the
warmest room within a dwelling. However the result refers to a recording of 13.26ºC in the
living room of a house where the occupant did not use their central heating system
throughout the winter and monitoring period so essentially this house was reflecting the
external ambient temperature.
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Figure 16: Location of minimum temperatures recorded

If model assumptions of zonal temperatures are to be believed then there should be an
obvious difference between the average mean living room and mean bedroom temperatures
for the sample. Graph 4 shows the model standards and the average mean temperatures. The
average given for the bedroom temperature incorporates any identified bedrooms or spare
rooms/studies which could potentially be bedrooms to gain the average. It can be seen from
the graph that there are numerous houses where the average living room and average
bedroom temperatures are extremely close together, and in the case of eight of the houses, the
points almost overlap each other.
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Graph 4: Difference observed between living room and bedroom average temperatures
compared to standard temperature assumption

To gain a better understanding of how the study sample fits with the model approach of the
temperature difference between the living room and bedroom the temperature difference (ΔT)
for each house is plotted in Graph 5. Model assumptions identified within the literature
review stated that the temperature difference observed should be +3ºC. As it can be seen
only two of the sample households actually show this level of temperature difference. The
graph also shows that 35% of the sample actually record a higher average temperature in the
bedroom instead of the living room.
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Graph 5: Temperature difference between living room and bedroom average temperatures

To see if these results are statistically significant a one-sample t-test is carried out using SPSS.
The one-sample t-test is a parametric test to assess whether a sample mean differs
significantly from a population mean. Using the t-test the model assumptions for mean
bedroom and living room temperatures are used as the test values. The results of the t-test
can be seen in Table 10 and Table 11. The calculated mean temperatures for the full sample
showed an average bedroom temperature of 18.57ºC and an average living room temperature
of 19.25ºC. The one-sample t-test compared the mean of the sample with the mean of the
population, here the population represents the model assumptions, and reports it in terms of
how likely the difference is due to chance. A smaller mean difference reflects a higher
likelihood that the difference resulted from chance. The results show that the difference in
the average living room temperature is more likely to be by chance compared to the average
bedroom temperature (even though it also has a very small mean difference).
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One-Sample Test
Test Value = 18
95% Confidence Interval of
the Difference

Mean
t
Average bedroom

Df

1.359

Sig. (2-tailed)
25

.186

Difference

Lower

.56592

Upper

-.2919

1.4237

temperature

Table 10: One-sample t-test for average bedroom temperature results
One-Sample Test
Test Value = 21
95% Confidence Interval of
the Difference

Mean
t
Average living room

-4.076

Df

Sig. (2-tailed)
25

.000

Difference

Lower

-1.75131

-2.6363

Upper
-.8663

temperature

Table 11: One-sample t-test for average living room temperature results
Consideration has to be taken for the temperature variation within the whole house as models
such as BREDEM consider zone 2 to include the full dwelling (excluding the main living
area) not just bedroom averages. To better visualise the variation, floor plans were drawn for
each house where the mean temperature for each room was recorded along with the standard
deviation. The standard deviation is a measure of the dispersion in a sample and based on the
amount of the variation around the arithmetic mean therefore quoting it alongside the mean
temperature for each room gives an indication of how much variation in temperature there is
within the actual room. The floor plans for each house can be found in Appendix 8.3. These
floor plans show that out of the study sample 41% of the houses do not exhibit the standard
two zones of different temperature averages but rather exhibit a pattern of one zone
temperatures where there is little variation between rooms within the dwelling. However 30%
did show an obvious difference between the living room temperature and the remainder of the
dwelling with the living room exhibiting a warmer temperature average. There was also an
obvious divide in temperature distribution between different floors of the property in 22% of
the houses. The analysis also showed that 33% of the sample had very similar temperatures
within multiple bedrooms for those properties.
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Heating patterns can have an obvious effect on the temperatures within a property therefore it
is desirable to look at the data achieved regarding heating patterns. Of the sample where it
was possible to identify the heating schedule of the property (two houses did not have central
heating) it was found that roughly 17% had separate heating schedules for weekdays and
weekends and 50% of those houses had a different number of heating periods for weekends.
Half of the houses which had different weekday and weekend schedules had longer hours of
heating at weekend with 25% having the exactly same number of hours just in a different
schedule pattern and the remaining 25% having a smaller heating period for the weekend
compared to the weekday schedule. Overall houses with just one daily heating period
equalled 29% of the sample, with a further 63% of the sample having two daily heating
periods and the remaining 8% of the sample having three daily heating periods. Graph 6
shows the correlation observed between the average whole house temperature mean with the
number of hours heating scheduled, with the mean 95% confidence intervals indicated. The
hypothesis being tested through this analysis was that the longer the heating was on in a
property the higher the average temperature would be. However as the graph shows there is
not an obvious linear relationship to this hypothesis indicating that the heating schedule does
not have a great impact on this sample of households.

Graph 6: Correlation between hours of heating within a property to the calculated average
temperature.
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Other potential influence factors were analysed to see how close the relationship was between
the influential factor and temperatures observed. One of these factors being the year in which
the house was built as it is a common assumption that the older the property the poorer the
energy efficiency therefore these properties would be expected to have high heat loss and as
such lower average temperatures. As Graph 7 shows, there is a positive relationship with this
hypothesis however it is not a strong relationship as there are a few outliers. Hunt (1970)
stated that houses built after 1970 are 3ºC warmer than those built pre-1914, however this
hypothesis cannot really be checked with this sample as only a small proportion of the sample
is pre-1914, and one of these houses is already lying out-with the linear relationship.

Graph 7: Correlation between age of dwelling and average temperature with mean 95%
confidence intervals.

Analysis was carried out on the influence of house type on average temperatures as seen
in Table 12. During the literature review it was found that Yohanis (2010) reported semidetached houses to have highest average temperatures. Similarly this study agrees with
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this finding. The results also agree with the hypothesis that the heat loss is greater in
detached houses compared to terraced houses therefore would exhibit lower average
temperatures. However it is normally expected that flats would record higher
temperatures compared to houses which can not necessarily be tested within this study
due to the fact that only two flats where part of the study, and especially considering the
large difference observed between purpose built flats average temperatures and those of
flats from converted houses.

House type

Mean

N

Std. Deviation Variance

Detached

17.1359

5

2.58534

6.684

Semi-detached

18.4085 13

1.39060

1.934

Mid terrace

18.1882

6

1.70988

2.924

Flat (converted house)

15.0503

1

-

-

Flat (purpose built block) 20.6939

1

-

-

Table 12: Average whole house mean temperatures by house type

Another consideration for influencing the temperature within a house is the occupant‟s age.
It is currently slightly disputed over what influence the occupants age actually has on the
average temperature as expectation is that older people are more sensitive to cold conditions
therefore would heat a dwelling more, however many studies have shown elderly people are
more conservative with their energy use and often have lower temperatures than normal
(Rose, 1989). Older generations also tend to have much lower expectations due to past
experiences in particular living in dwellings before central heating. Graph 8 shows the
correlation between the occupant age and average mean temperature for this study. There is a
slight linear relationship which would agree with the hypothesis that the older the occupant
the lower the average temperature.
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Graph 8: Correlation between main occupant age and average whole house mean temperature
(with mean 95% confidence interval shows)

However it must also be considered that alongside age of occupant the employment status of
the occupant could also impact the temperature of the dwelling. The hypothesis of this
analysis would be that those dwellings containing full time employed occupants may well
have higher average temperatures as they can afford to heat the home to the desired level,
however it could also be argued that they may have a lower average temperature as they are
away from the house for the majority of the day. The results shown in Table 13 have some
interesting findings as generally those homes containing retired occupants have lower
average temperatures (there was only one house within the looking after house/family group
therefore it is impossible to say if this is a true reflection or not) and those containing
occupants with a disability have higher averages. However it is likely that those unable to
work due to a disability may also be ill and require higher temperatures to prevent further
illness.
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Employment status
Full-time paid employment
Part-time paid employment
Looking after family/home
Retired from paid work
Permanently unable to work due to disability
Table 13: Employment status and temperature mean.

Mean N Std. Deviation
18.3113 9
1.74304
18.0255 3
0.47734
16.6794 1
17.4989 10
2.22345
19.7721 3
1.18893

Although some trends have been found with the influential factors it is worth remembering
that this study focused on a small sample size. Due to the small sample size it did allow the
potential to measure some occupant behavioural factors which are likely to have a significant
contribution to whether or not the identified influential factors agreed with the hypothesis
stated.

4.2 Analysis of thermal environment attitudes
One of the main behaviour influences is related to what level of clothing the occupants prefer
to wear within their homes. During the site visit a clothing checklist was completed for each
house to note what the occupant was wearing at that point to achieve a Clo value for the
sample households. The occupant was asked if what they were wearing at that point was a
typical level of clothing for them normally so that the calculated Clo value was a true
reflection of their normal Clo level. These Clo values were then used alongside the average
whole house temperatures to test for correlation. The hypothesis behind this analysis was
that the houses where the occupant wore heavier clothing (higher Clo value) would have a
lower average temperature for the house. As the results show in Table 14 there is a
statistically significant relationship with this correlation therefore confirming that those
houses were occupants wear heavier clothing shall have lower average temperatures.
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Correlations
Average mean
whole house
temperature
Average mean whole house Pearson Correlation
temperature

1

Sig. (1-tailed)
N

Clothing level

Clothing level

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (1-tailed)
N

-.657

**

.003
26

16

**

1

-.657

.003
16

17

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).

Table 14: Correlation analysis of clothing level with temperature averages.
To further analysis what could influence the clothing level of occupants the age and building
age is analysed alongside the recorded Clo values to see if any correlation is present. Figure
17 represents the scatterplot based on the analysis of clothing level with occupant age. As the
line of best fit shows there is a relationship between higher clothing levels with older
occupants however the spread of data points is too wide to be seen as being a proper
correlation. The SPSS Pearson‟s correlation comes out to 0.343 which is a weak positive
correlation.

Figure 17: Plot of clothing level against occupant age
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The hypothesis for analysing the clothing value with the age of the building is due to the fact
that older buildings are thought to be colder than newer builds therefore occupants may wear
thicker clothing to compensate for this, therefore if the hypothesis was to be proved right then
a strong negative correlation would be seen. Table 15 shows the results of the correlation
which show a correlation of zero indicating there is no correlation between the two variables.

Correlations
CloValue
CloValue

Pearson Correlation

HouseBuilt
1

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
HouseBuilt

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

-.010
.970

17

17

-.010

1

.970
17

17

Table 15: Correlation of clothing value with building age

Obviously clothing level is a choice of the occupant and relates to their preference to what
type of clothes they feel comfortable in for their home and not necessarily related to the
temperature of the house. To assess the difference in perceptions of the thermal environment
of homes part of the questionnaire asked the occupants to rate each room using the ASHRAE
seven point scale which ranged from cold to hot. A summary can be found in Table 16 for
the ratings measured as part of this study. The summary gives the number of occasions each
rating was used alongside the range of temperatures recording each rating. As the table
shows the majority of ratings were found to be neutral, slightly warm and warm. The range
of temperatures relating to each rating is quite large indicating just how varied people‟s
perception of their thermal comfort differs.
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Case Summaries
AvRoomTemp
Rating

N

Range

Maximum

Minimum

cold

1

.00

16.39

16.39

cool

6

8.11

20.80

12.69

slightly cool

25

12.53

23.95

11.43

neutral

45

9.31

21.89

12.59

slightly warm

42

10.65

22.01

11.35

warm

50

9.34

23.15

13.80

9

6.39

21.38

14.98

178

12.60

23.95

11.35

Hot
Total

Table 16: Summary of thermal sensation ratings and the average room temperature

This variation in thermal sensation ratings can be further analysed by looking into the
variation of ratings by room types, see Table 17. As the results show the rating of thermal
sensations within living rooms varies the most with six out of the possible seven options
(cool -2 being the only option not used). Kitchens tend to be rated as being on the positive
side of the scale indicating that most occupants believe it to be at either an optimum (neutral)
temperature or warm/hot. This is likely to be due to the fact that the majority of the time a
kitchen would be used by an occupant is either for a short duration or when cooking which is
when additional heat shall be put into the room. Conservatories ranked from warm to cool
which will be dependent on use of these conservatories as many occupants indicated that they
rarely used conservatories during winter.

Room

N

Range

Maximum

Minimum

Living room

23

6 hot

cold

Kitchen

23

4 hot

slightly cool

Bedroom

53

5 hot

cool

Bathroom/toilets

24

4 hot

slightly cool

Hallway/entrance

20

4 warm

cool

8

4 warm

cool

12

3 warm

slightly cool

Conservatory
Middle room/dining room
Utility room

3

2 slightly warm

slightly cool

Study

8

3 warm

slightly cool

3 slightly warm

cool

6 hot

cold

landing
Total

10
184

Table 17: Summary of thermal sensation ratings by room
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5 Discussion

The aim of this study was to investigate the difference in temperatures between houses from
the sample and to investigate the extent of variation between rooms within houses. This
inter-room variation and the general results of the study shall be compared with current
energy model assumptions to assess the appropriateness of them. This chapter shall discuss
these findings in a critical fashion to identify strengths and limitations present.

5.1 Methodology used

The methodology chosen to measure temperatures within this study has some limitations
mainly concerned with the sensor location. To gain the best temperature of a room the sensor
would need to have been placed within the centre of the room at chest height, however this is
almost impossible as the placement of these sensors had to be done in a way that was nonintrusive to the occupant and out of reach of small children and pets to avoid any potential
accidents or damage to the sensors. The sensors had to also be kept away from heat sources
or areas where they may get hit by solar radiation. However to place the sensors in a way
that pleased occupants and kept them away from heat sources it meant that most would be
placed on top of wardrobes, on shelves etc. which could mean the sensor may actually be
near ceilings or external walls which potentially could have had an influence on the
temperatures measured. The sensors were also not free from potential interference from the
occupants as they may have been moved during the monitoring period from their original
position. This could be due to various reasons and during the site visits three separate
examples of this occurred, one was due to renovation of the room it had been placed in,
another was moved after falling from its original position and the third was moved to „hide‟
the sensor away from sight.

However this study is unique to the previous temperature studies reported within the
literature review as it is the first continued monitoring of temperatures within all rooms of a
house. Most studies previously have focused on monitoring the temperature in living rooms,
bedrooms and sometimes hallways and kitchens. This focus is due to cost implications of
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studying more rooms. It tends to be found that the smaller scale studies monitor more rooms
compared to the larger scale studies. Also with an increased sample size also comes the risk
of an increased data loss due to missing sensors, during this study five of the sensors (roughly
1.6% of the total sensors used) either went missing or had an error which meant no readings
were taken during the monitoring period.

It is also worth noting that this study does have its limitations as the results could essentially
be clouded by the fact that all of the houses are different due to none of them having the exact
same heating system and therefore varying efficiencies. This difference in heating system
efficiency can result from variations in the age of the system and maintenance levels which
might mean that the heating system is not providing the heating level which is demanded.
Therefore households may say they have similar demand temperatures from thermostat
settings etc. however their system may not provide that. Yet unfortunately this cannot be
investigated with the information gained during this study.

Heating schedules were often hard to infer from temperature data as some rooms maintained
the temperatures better than others therefore the pattern of the heating schedule was not
apparent. The heating schedules were analysed by looking at daily plots of temperatures
within rooms and the peaks and troughs were attempted to be rounded off to produce a profile.
However as mentioned this was difficult to complete for the full sample as many households
had a very flat temperature profile for some rooms. It may have been beneficial had there
been more time to monitor heat outputs of radiators using iButtons or even another HOBO
sensor to record when the heat output was occurring and then relating that to the perceived
heating schedule to see if they matched. It would have also been interesting had there been
the potential to place sensors on each radiator within the rooms of a house to see how the
output temperature of radiators varied within houses and whether that influenced the degree
of variation between rooms.

5.2 Temperature variations
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This study calculated an average mean whole house temperature of 18.1ºC which agrees with
Yohanis (2010) average of around 19ºC. The study did show similar results to previous
studies with regards to bedroom and living room average temperatures (Yohanis 2010,
Oreszczyn 2006) however it did show an average of 19.25ºC for living rooms which is well
below the model assumptions of 21ºC. Furthermore 41% of this sample showed a uniform
temperature throughout the house disputing the common two zonal model approach. The
standard 3ºC difference between living areas and remaining areas was rarely seen with only
30% of the houses showing an obviously warmer living area. The temperature variation
within rooms was also considered by looking at the standard deviation of rooms but found
most exhibited small standard deviations. Those rooms which had slightly larger standard
deviations tended to be kitchens, bathrooms, garages and conservatories where either periods
of heat gain or heat loss are common throughout the day. Due to the small sample size it was
difficult to find strong correlations with temperature variations between houses by the type,
age etc. However further analysis into the variation between these categories is currently
being carried out by comparing the percentage range of temperatures within each home
(calculated from the range between the individual room means as a percentage of the average
whole house mean temperature).

5.3 Behavioural elements

This study showed the degree of variation possible between occupant perceptions of what
they feel is a comfortable temperature. These perceptions vary so much as perceptions are
very much a psychological value which will be influenced by the occupants previous
expectations of thermal environments which will relate to various factors such as the
occupants level of activity, their exposure to outdoor climates and the thermal environments
they experience at work places etc. However behavioural elements with regard to energy
consumption and temperatures expected will also be related to the priorities of the occupant.
A range of priorities were observed during site visits where some occupants stated that the
temperature of their home is kept constant due to illness meaning that varying temperatures
meant the possibility they could deteriorate which was a risk the occupant did not want to
take. Another household however was very much focused on keeping a lower temperature
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average to save money and the thermostat was only ever changed during very cold conditions
however the occupant stated the thermostat never went above 20ºC, which is still below the
suggested 21ºC for a main living area (WHO, 2003).

There is also another behavioural characteristic which may cause diversity of results in that
occupants may tell the researcher one thing when in reality they do something very different.
This can be due to the occupant trying to fit in with a certain expectation, for example being
energy conscious, or wanting to show behaviours which are seen as the norm. Occupants
may also see technologies as daunting or confusing – such as energy systems. Many
occupants simply do not understand their heating system fully enough to allow for it to work
to its full efficiency. The interaction between occupants and technologies can also lead to
situations such as take-back where a more efficient energy system may be put in place
however if a householder does not understand the new system or the impact of a more
efficient system they may not change their settings at all or change the thermostat therefore
consuming more energy or effectively prolonging the needed heating period within that house.
Energy models are limited towards behavioural characteristics inputs as there is often not
enough empirical evidence to characterise occupant behaviour without making case studies.

Similarly models neglect the important interactions between technologies and occupants and
what actions may occur due to changing technologies. For instance BREDEM allows for an
increase in temperature when moving to a more efficient heating system within a household
however the model actually specifies a temperature for each heating system type so
essentially the change in technology is not a function of other factors such as dwelling type,
socioeconomic status or demographics. Without a better understanding of occupant
behaviour within homes from more detailed studies energy models are not going to be able to
incorporate occupant behaviour as an input any time soon.
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5.4 Further work

Due to the time constraints for submission of this dissertation report not all aspects of the
analysis was complete therefore further work shall be carried out. The further work includes
analysing the whole temperature average gained for each house as the one reported within
this dissertation is an average which took into consideration each room within the house
(aside from garages and unheated conservatories) therefore it is unusual compared to
previous studies which on average only monitored temperatures within two rooms, so an
average shall be gained from just the living room and main bedroom readings for each house
as well as an average which includes the living room, main bedroom, hallway and kitchen.
This shall show which of the previous methodologies reported in the literature for UK home
temperatures actually reflects a good representative for the whole house average. On top of
this consideration shall be taken for the orientation of the building so that it can be analysed
to see if there is an obvious influence on the temperature average of a room which has more
solar gain, or if the average stays similar but the temperature swing (standard deviation) is
greater within these rooms.

Had more time been available then it would have been ideal to use reliable weather data to
normalise all of the winter temperature data, which would have given a better understanding
on the influence of building type etc. on temperature variations instead of relying on just one
month of monitoring to take observations from. Had more detailed measurements been
available for each room within the sample households it would have been interesting to
compare average temperatures in the houses by the volume of the room but also compared
with the room radiator area. With such a rich data set collected as part of this study there is
numerous other interesting areas to investigate with relation to temperature variations
however time was very much a limiting factor.
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6 Conclusions

The conclusions of this study can be summarised into four main areas: the data collection,
analysis of results, comparison with energy model assumptions and areas of future work.

This study investigated the temperatures recorded within each room from twenty seven
houses across Leicester. Temperatures were measured using Onset miniature HOBO
temperature data loggers due to the advantage of their size, appearance and the fact that they
are battery powered. The sample was selected to try and represent a range of building types,
building ages and occupancy characteristics. Data losses due to equipment failure were
minimal however did occur in a few occasions which were due to low batteries and potential
shocks from being dropped etc. Data losses did mean that some rooms within houses had no
data to analyse. The data was analysed using both Microsoft Excel and SPSS. It was decided
to analyse and report the results from the data recorded during November as this was the one
month which all but one house had data for eliminating the process of normalising the data
with external weather data.

The results of this study showed that there was a variation between houses in the temperature
diversity observed within houses. Energy models were identified during the literature review
to treat dwellings as a case of two main zones of temperatures, one being the main living area
and the remainder being the second zone or some studies focus just on bedrooms as the
second zone. When the temperatures of each room were compared by using floor plans
(Appendix 8.3) to help visualise the variation it was found that many houses could be treated
as only having one zone meaning very little temperature variation was seen between rooms in
these homes. This study also identified that the model assumption of a 3ºC difference
between living rooms and bedrooms is perhaps too large as only two houses exhibited this
level of difference. The majority of the houses only showed around 1ºC of a difference.
However more importantly was that 35% of the sample actually showed the bedrooms to be
warmer than the living room which goes against the model assumption. Since it was
identified within the literature that occupant behaviour may have an influence on energy
consumption within homes and as such influence temperature due to thermal comfort
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expectations, analysis was carried out on behavioural traits and thermal sensation perceptions
of occupants through use of a questionnaire which was carried out during site visits to the
houses to collect the sensors. The questionnaire results showed the fact that occupant‟s
perceptions on thermal sensations vary significantly. These perceptions shall be influenced
by what expectations the occupant has for comfort in each room and that expectation shall
have been influenced from previous experiences, activity levels, health issues, frequency of
using certain rooms and sensitivity to temperature variations. Clothing levels were shown to
be statistically significant in this study indicating that the households where occupants wore
heavier clothing had lower temperatures – but this can be due to occupant‟s adaptation to
their thermal environment without the need of increasing the demand temperature on the
heating system.

This study does have limitations mainly due to the small sample size which means
distinguishing between statistically significant results and those data points which could be
exceptions to the rule is often difficult. When trying to identify factors which influence the
temperature variations often there was maybe only one or two examples within a certain
category which again makes it hard to investigate if it is a true reflection of the population.
This means that the results of this study are not compatible with relating them to being
representative to the national residential building stock.

There are areas for further analysis within this study which were not possible to include
within this report due to time constraints and issues with the SPSS software. To further
investigate the appropriateness of other temperature studies analysis shall be carried out on
the best method to gain an average whole house temperature with regard to which rooms
would need to be monitored for temperature measurements. The orientation of rooms and
radiator sizes shall be compared with the average temperatures to see if they have an
influence on the average temperatures of the houses.
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8. Appendices
8.1 Questionnaire

energy

travel

garden

Temperature and Thermal Comfort Questionnaire

House Serial Number: ____________________________________

Your data will b e trea ted in strict confiden ce in accordan ce with the Data P rotection
Act, and the in formatio n will on ly be used fo r statistical p urpo ses.
This questionn aire is d esign ed to get an o verview of the temporal characteristics o f
the p roperty b y ask ing deta iled que stions based on occupant thermal co mfo rt and
temperature distributio ns be twee n r oo ms with in the propert y. At the end of the
questionnaire there are so me qu estion s on win dow open ing h abits to gain a better
understand ing o f te mp e ratu re c ontrol measures with in the p roperty.

Researchers name (print):_________________________________________
Signature:______________________________ Date:_______/_____/______
Occupants name (print):___________________________________________
Signature:______ _________________________ Date:_______/_____/______
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Therm al Com fort:

1.) Using the scale shown [on flashcard (1)] could you indicate your general thermal sensation in
each room in general?
Room

Hot (+3)

Warm
(+2)

Slightly
warm (+1)

Neutral
(0)

Slightly
cool (-1)

Cool (-2)

Cold (-3)

Living Room
Kitchen
Main
bedroom
Spare
Bedroom
Dining
Room
Bathroom
Conservatory
Etc.

2.) Now could you indicate [using the flashcard (2)] how you would prefer to feel in each room?
Room

Cooler (-1)

No change (0)

Warmer (+1)

Living Room
Kitchen
Main bedroom
Spare Bedroom
Dining Room
Bathroom
Conservatory
Etc.
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3.) Could you indicate if each room is particularly quick or slow to heat up?

Room

Quick to heat up

N/A

Slow to heat up

Living Room
Kitchen
Main bedroom
Spare Bedroom
Dining Room
Bathroom
Conservatory
Etc.

4.) Is there is a uniform temperature within each individual room or are there cold spots (and if so
where?)

Room

Uniform temperature

Cold spots present

Location of cold
spots

Living Room
Kitchen
Main bedroom
Spare Bedroom
Dining Room
Bathroom
Conservatory
Etc.
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5.) Would you agree any of the following are a source of discomfort (too hot/cold) within the
property? (indicate rooms of particular concern)
Humidity too high (damp)
Humidity too low (dry)
Incoming sun
Drafts from windows
Drafts from vents
Thermostat is inaccessible
Thermostat is adjusted by other people
Uneven temperatures
Heating system does not respond
quickly enough to the thermostat
Hot/cold surrounding surfaces
(floor, ceiling, walls or windows)

□ _________________________
□ _________________________
□ _________________________
□ _________________________
□ _________________________
□ _________________________
□ _________________________
□ _________________________
□ _________________________
□ _________________________

6.) In general when feeling hot which of these actions are you more likely to do – please rank in order,
1 being the first action you would take
Turn the central heating off
[ ]
Turn the central thermostat down
[ ]
Turn radiators lower or off
[ ]
Open window(s)
[ ]
Open door(s)
[ ]
Open all curtains/drapes closed
[ ]
Remove a layer of clothing
[ ]
Switch off any additional sources of heat
[ ]
Have a cold drink
[ ]
Move to a cooler part of the building
[ ]

7.) In general when feeling cold which of these actions are you more likely to do – please rank in
order, 1 being the first action you would take
Turn the central heating on
[ ]
Turn the central thermostat up
[ ]
Turn radiators up higher
[ ]
Close any open windows
[ ]
Close any open doors
[ ]
Pull all curtains/drapes closed
[ ]
Add additional layers of clothing
[ ]
Switch on additional sources of heat
[ ]
Have a hot drink
[ ]
Move to a warmer part of the building
[ ]
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Heating :
8.)

Do you alter your heating schedules?
Yes

□

No

□

9.) If answered yes, could you indicate the reason for altering it?
Change in weather
□
In relation to seasons
□
If away from property
□
Other (indicate)
__________________________________

Window Opening :
10.) During winter months do you open windows within the property?
Yes
□
No
□
11.) If answered yes could you indicate in which rooms, how often, length of opening, degree opened
and a reason? (using flashcards):

Room

Occurrence

Length

Extent

Reason

1: Daily

Ask homeowner
to quantify
duration of
window opening.

1: Fully opened

1: To air the room

2: More than 1/2

2. To get rid of
condensation

2: Every 2-3 days
3: Once a week
4: When needed
5: Other (indicate)

3: Less than 1/2
4: Small gap

3: To get rid of
odours
4: Habit
5: Other (indicate)

Living Room
Kitchen
Main Bedroom
Spare Bedroom
Dining Room
Bathroom
Conservatory
Etc.
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General:
12.) To the best of your knowledge to what extent does your perception of thermal comfort
relate/differ from other occupants of the house?
□
□
□
□
□

You are more sensitive to temperature changes
You are less sensitive to temperature changes
You tend to feel warmer than them
You tend to feel colder than them
You have similar perceptions

13.) What would you say is your general satisfaction level of the thermal performance of your home
using the flashcard?

1

2

3

4

5

Very Dissatisfied

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Neither Satisfied
or Dissatisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Very Satisfied

Thank you for answering this questionnaire.
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8.2 Check List
HOBO Installation Form
energy

travel

To be completed by researchers
To be signed by both the researcher and the occupant

Date:________________________

garden

Household Serial Number:_______________________

Sensors:

Room

Location

Sensor ID

Height to floor
or ceiling

Distance to
heat source

New Sensor
ID

Notes:

Researchers‟ name (print):_______________________________
Signature:_______________________________

Date: ………./………/………..

Occupants name (print):_________________________________
Signature:_________________________________
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Additional Room information
House: ___________________________
Room:

Living Room □

Washing Room □

Bedroom □

Kitchen □

Bathroom □

Dining Room □

Conservatory □ Additional description: ______________

Heat Sources: Radiators
Radiator
1
2
Type*:
Size:
Valves:(type/setting)
Panels/Fins:
(* see additional reference sheet for different types)

3

4

Abbreviation Index:
SP = Single Panel

DP = Double Panel

Thermostat present in room:

Yes □ No □

CF = Convection Fins

Location:_____________ Set to (atm):________

Heat Sources: Additional heat sources
Computer □

Gas/Electric Fire □

TV □

Lamp(s) □

Others: ___________________________________________________________________
Curtains:
Thick □
Blinds □

Thin □

Net □

Covers radiator(s)

Yes □

Flooring: Carpet □

Laminated Flooring □

Sketch of room:

Ashley Morton

Decorative drapes □

No □
Tiles □

Wooden Floorboards □

Rug □

Notes:
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8.3 Floor Plans of Main study properties.

*Please note that House 139071 was not analysed as part of the main study
sample for this dissertation as it only had data for the month of October
due to the occupant requested to end their participation within the study –
however a summary of the mean temperature variations from that month
can be seen on the floor plan*
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